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A. Flickr Diverse Humans Dataset

The FDH dataset is generated by running the detection

pipeline of DeepPrivacy2, where we only keep detections

that are not filtered out by the set of criterias mentioned

below. We filter out poor quality images in the FDH dataset

through the following criterias:

• Confidence thresholding: All detections with confi-

dence with less than 0.98.

• Low resolution images: All detections where the re-

sulting image has an area lower than 144× 80.

• Grayscale images: All grayscale images.

• Automatic image quality assessment: We use an

open-source implementation [6] of NIMA [12] and fil-

ter every detection with a score less than 3.

• CSE Vertices per part: We filter out detections with

corrupted CSE detections by counting the number of

vertices that belong each body part. Specifically,

by finding pixel-to-vertex correspondences to the ex-

tended SMPL [9] body model used by CSE [10], we

find the number of unqiue vertexes in the image that

belong to each body part for the image (split into 26 re-

gions). Then, if the average number of unique vertices

per body part is less than 135, we filter the detection

out.

• Mask R-CNN and CSE IoU: Detections where Mask

R-CNN and CSE segmentations have an IoU threshold

lower than 0.5.

• Keypoint-to-CSE Correspondence: We filter detec-

tions where the keypoints and CSE annotations do

not match. Specifically, by using pixel-to-vertex cor-

respondences we segment each CSE embedding into

a semantic body part 1. Then, we count the num-

ber of keypoints that match to its corresponding body

part (e.g. eyes should match to the body part ”head”).

We include any detection where at least 8 keypoints

matches the corresponding body part. The keypoint

annotations are predicted from a pre-trained Keypoint

R-CNN [2] on COCO [8] from torchvision [11].

B. The Updated Flickr Diverse Faces Dataset

The Flickr Diverse Faces 256 (FDF256) dataset is a

derivate from 1.08M images from the YFCC100M [13]

dataset, following the dataset generation of the original FDF

dataset [3]. The training dataset consists of 242,031 images

and the validation set of 6533 images, where each face is

up/downsampled to 256×256. We filter out all faces where

the original resolution is smaller than 64 × 64. Each face

is annotated with keypoints from a pre-trained keypoint R-

CNN [2] R50-FPN from torchvision, and the bounding box

is from the official implementation of DSFD [7].

C. Experimental Details

GAN Implementation Details We follow the implemen-

tation setup and hyperparameters of SG-GAN [4] for the

optimizer and loss objective, unless stated otherwise. We

train all networks with the Adam optimizer [5] with batch

size of 32 and learning rate of 0.002. For both the FDF and

FDH dataset, we use no data augmentation except random

horizontal flip. The discriminator use the same architecture

as SG-GAN [4], except that we remove the layers used for

the feature pyramid network.

Market1501 Anonymization. The market1501 dataset

consists of 19,732 test images and 3368 query images.

1We use an open source semantic segmentation of the SMPL model,

found here.

1

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Meshcapade/wiki/main/assets/SMPL_body_segmentation/smpl/smpl_vert_segmentation.json


We anonymize the 19,732 test images and use the origi-

nal 3368 query images to perform re-identification on the

anonymized test images. We use a confidence threshold of

0.1 for Mask R-CNN, 0.5 for the face detector and 0.3 for

the CSE detector. DSFD [7] and CSE [10] detects a large

amount of false positives on the Market1501 dataset, which

we believe is caused by the low resolution of the images.

Out of all the detections, 45% are detected with CSE, 52%

are detected by Mask R-CNN, and the remaining by DSFD.

The detector fails to detect any individual for 10% of the

test images. The mAP/R1 metric is calculated from all test

examples, including cases where our detector fails to detect

any individual.

D. Random Anonymized Examples

Cityscapes Randomly selected images from the

Cityscapes [1] dataset are shown in Figure 1, Figure 2, and

Figure 3.

COCO Randomly selected images from the COCO [8]

dataset are shown in Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6.

FDH Randomly selected images from the FDH [8]

dataset are shown in Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9

FDF256 Randomly selected images from the FDF256 [8]

dataset are shown in Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12
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(a) Original (b) Detections (c) Anonymized

Figure 1: Randomly generated images from the Cityscapes [1] test set. (a) shows the original image (with blurred face to

follow Cityscapes licensing), (b) the detections and (c) anonymized image



(a) Original (b) Detections (c) Anonymized

Figure 2: Randomly generated images from the Cityscapes [1] test set. (a) shows the original image (with blurred face to

follow Cityscapes licensing), (b) the detections and (c) anonymized image



(a) Original (b) Detections (c) Anonymized

Figure 3: Randomly generated images from the Cityscapes [1] test set. (a) shows the original image (with blurred face to

follow Cityscapes licensing), (b) the detections and (c) anonymized image



(a) Original (b) Detections (c) Anonymized

Figure 4: Randomly generated images from COCO [8] val2017. (a) shows the original image, (b) the detections and (c)

anonymized image



(a) Original (b) Detections (c) Anonymized

Figure 5: Randomly generated images from COCO [8] val2017. (a) shows the original image, (b) the detections and (c)

anonymized image



(a) Original (b) Detections (c) Anonymized

Figure 6: Randomly generated images from COCO [8] val2017. (a) shows the original image, (b) the detections and (c)

anonymized image



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 7: Randomly generated images from the FDH dataset. (a) shows the original image, (b) is the conditional input, (c) is

the generated result for the unconditional generator, and (c-g) are from the CSE-guided generator.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 8: Randomly generated images from the FDH dataset. (a) shows the original image, (b) is the conditional input, (c) is

the generated result for the unconditional generator, and (c-g) are from the CSE-guided generator.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 9: Randomly generated images from the FDH dataset. (a) shows the original image, (b) is the conditional input, (c) is

the generated result for the unconditional generator, and (c-g) are from the CSE-guided generator.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 10: Randomly generated images from the FDF dataset. (a) shows the original image, (b) is the conditional input, and

(b-f) are generated images. No latent truncation is applied for the generated images.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 11: Randomly generated images from the FDF dataset. (a) shows the original image, (b) is the conditional input, and

(b-f) are generated images. No latent truncation is applied for the generated images.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 12: Randomly generated images from the FDF dataset. (a) shows the original image, (b) is the conditional input, and

(b-f) are generated images. No latent truncation is applied for the generated images.


